IF YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU’RE BUYING, YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU’RE EATING.

ACORN-FED 100% IBERICO (SIBELLOTA 100% IBÉRICO)
Free-range 100% iberico pigs raised on acorns on registered open grazing land inside wooded areas.

ACORN-FED IBERICO (SIBELLOTA IBÉRICO)
Free-range pigs of predominantly iberico pedigree – but not 100% iberico pigs – raised on acorns on registered open grazing land inside wooded areas.

FATTENING ON FARM IBERICO (CEBO DE CAMPO IBÉRICO)
Free-range fodder-fattened pigs of predominantly iberico pedigree.

FATTENING IBERICO (CEBO IBÉRICO)
Intensively fodder-fattened pigs of predominantly iberico pedigree.

Find out what you’re buying:
BEFORE YOU BUY, LOOK AT THE COLOUR OF THE SEAL
AND FOR SLICED MEAT, THE COLOUR OF THE LABEL

Quality standard for meat, ham, shoulder and cured loin from iberico pigs (Royal Decree 420/2014)
www.magrama.es